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Some of the most important recent research and essays of Mario Aletti, a psychoanalyst and  

outstanding researcher at the forefront of Psychology of Religion in Italy, have been compiled 

and edited by Germano Rossi, a professor at Milan Biccoca University. The compilation 

includes, in its Appendix, a study by Milanesi and Aletti related to religion as a psychological 

problem and the renowned text, by A. Vergote, published in The International Journal for 

Psychology of Religion, about what the Psychology of Religion is, and what it is not. The book 

deals with two fundamental points: epistemological and methodological questions related to 

the Psychology of Religion, and the special contribution of Psychoanalysis to the Psychology of 

Religion. Though situated in the mainstream of European and North-American Psychology of 

Religion, Aletti also presents research and discussion by Italian and Brazilian students, which 

enlarges the scope of Western concerns about this subject.  In addition to being a professor of 

Psychology at the Theological Faculty of Milan, as well as lecturing at the Milan Catholic 

University, Aletti is deeply involved in the dialogue between Psychology/Psychoanalysis and 

Theology, and quite  aware of the difficulties and opportunities of such a dialogue, in terms of 

the epistemological, methodological and conceptual issues of both disciplines. This is the 

principal subject matter of his book. Other relevant themes include the cultural and cross-

cultural understanding of Psychology of Religion; the relation Psychology entertains with post-

modernity; the place of Neurobiology in the discussion of the nature and scope of Psychology 

of Religion; the divergences and convergences of the psychological study of Religion and 

Spirituality; the role of the psychologist and of the spiritual/religious professional in 

counseling; the presence/absence of the “soul” in Psychology and Psychoanalysis; and finally a 

critical presentation of attachment theory applied to religious behavior from the viewpoint of 

Psychoanalysis. Some words are in place related to some of these topics.  

A basic contribution by Aletti to the epistemology and methodology of Psychology of Religion 

is his discussion of the complex intertwining between Psychology, Theology and the 

Psychology of Religion. Aletti takes a “pragmatic perspective”, which begins with 

contemporary existing connections between theology and Psychology/Psychology of Religion 

to questions arising from these connections. Instead of merely discussing possible relations 

between Psychology and Theology/Religion, he prefers the actual relations, found in history 

and scholarship. He notes, for example, that psychology plays the role of a critical stance, both 

iconoclastic and purifier of Religion and Theology, as far as it achieves an understanding of 

human behavior related to a religious object. On the other hand, he notes that Psychology 

sometimes operates a sort of “scotomization” of the Religion when Psychology becomes the 

ultimate criterion of the reality. He is particularly critical of the word “integration” between 

Human Sciences and Theology, because “integration” seems a hasty proposal of agreement, 

which impedes a deepening of the specificities of each approach. Aletti finds an example of 

“integration” in Psychotheology or Theopsychology that, akin to Neurotheology or 



Theoneurology, risks to reduce the scope and the specificity of Theology and Psychology or 

Neurology. He remarks that the problems arisen between the various sciences are found not in 

the data collection nor in the theoretical references, but in the more general view of man, 

world and science. Notwithstanding, he trusts the pluralism of reason as able to resolve the 

differences.  

Aletti stresses the adequate point of view of the Psychology of Religion when he defines its 

object: not the Religion itself, but the behavior turned to Religion or, better, the person who 

behaves towards Religion. Psychology studies the processes of a person relating herself, in her 

lifespan, to a historical, cultural, symbolic religious object, which she can accept or reject.  

Even if, from a psychoanalytical perspective, especially from an object relations Psychoanalytic 

perspective, as worked out by Winnicott and Rizzuto, unconscious disposition to a 

representation of God is crucial to a later adopting religion or atheism, decision for or against 

religion is never a decision in vacuo, but, as Aletti borrows from Winnicott, it is a creative 

personal choice for something that already is there, namely a historical form of religion.  

Related to the contemporary discussion about Spirituality and Religion, Aletti offers an 

ingenious consideration. Instead of distinguishing between personal/institutional, 

interior/exterior, emotion/belief, he proposes to distinguish between functional and 

substantive. Spirituality should be characterized by the general process of searching for the 

meaning of human existence; Religion should have a transcendent referent that responds to 

this search. I would say that illusion is a topic cherished by Aletti, being a model figure in 

Psychology of Religion, since Freud´s early writings. Aletti elaborates on the Freudian notion, 

after all deceptive, of illusion, through the contributions of Pfister, Andreas-Salomé and, more 

recently, Winnicott and Rizzuto. Unexpectedly in agreement with contemporary evolutionary 

psychology, which he criticizes, Aletti talks of the hermeneutics of the affect, while belief and 

unbelief are rooted in the world of the affect and desiring thought. In this world belief and 

unbelief find their psychological (not ontological) truth, that is the truth of the psychical 

processes, not the truth of the thing itself, which does not belong to Psychology. In this sense, 

Rizzuto´s concept of unconscious representation, as the repository of visceral, sensory-motor, 

proprioceptive, eidetic, iconic and conceptual memories, is welcome as a fundamental concept 

for understanding later personal choices for religion or irreligion. Aletti develops Rizzuto´s 

unconscious representation adding explicitly to the memories many other experiences and 

insights arising from later life cognitive and affective experiences of the individual, and 

replacing “unconscious representation” by “dispositional and relational representation”.  

Probably because of his many cross-cultural contacts, Aletti offers in Percorsi a rich illustration 

of cross-cultural Psychology of Religion. He discusses, for example, the meaning of the 

adjective “spiritual” in Europe and in the United States; the different cultural outcomes of the 

application of instruments; such as Allport/Gorsuch´s Intrinsic/Extrinsic Religious Orientation 

or Batson and Ventis´ Quest Scale; research done in Brazil on African or Japanese roots of 

some Brazilian religions; quotes on Vergote´s dictum about the strangeness of a Japanese 

individual being a Christian. But to a reader of Percorsi, the Psychology of religion in Italy, 

though mainstream Psychology, is “Italian”, because it is marked, seemingly more than in 

other Western countries, by the powerful presence of the Catholic Church. Almost everything 

related to faith is the object of a position taken by the Church. This is why Psychoanalysis, 

Psychology of Religion, Social Sciences, Evolution theory  and other subject matter receive 



careful attention from the ecclesiastical authorities.  Aletti refers, for example, to the cautious 

recommendation for a “sane” psychology, and to the suspicion raised by Vattimo´s “weak 

thinking”. Obviously, this special relationship with the Church is apt to engender the reaction 

of researchers and professional people in these areas, be it against or for the Church, and to 

render more difficult than in other places a balanced position, such as the one Aletti takes. 

Another cross-cultural token is found in the learned and elegant style of the book, enriched 

with many Latin expressions, resulting from the classic studies of Italian scholars. Likewise, the 

reader will be agreeably surprised by the number of Italian authors, psychologists, 

psychoanalysts or theologians, who have recently contributed to the discussion of the 

relationships between Psychology, Psychoanalysis, Theology and Religion. I would recommend 

Aletti´s Percorsi as an up-to-date presentation and discussion of some of the main questions in 

Psychology and Psychoanalysis of Religion, related to its epistemology, methodology and 

conceptual framework, seasoned with Italian wit and grace. 
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